The Lloyd Family
“I share this story for my heart, my wife Tara, with the help of my stepson, PJ.” Bobby Lloyd

Why we chose our GSMD, Yeti
Tara grew up with Rottweilers—her parents housed and bred
them. She feel in love with the breed’s size and their undying
loyalty. Tara and her family had Brandy for 10 years and Maxine
(Brandy’s daughter) for 5 years. After Tara left home she had
Rex for 13 long years, followed by Bear who we adopted when he
was 1 and lived for 10 years passing on September 10, 2018.
That’s a total of 36 years of Rottweilers for Tara!

Tara, Yeti & Bobby

Bear was the first dog we had together from
beginning to end.
We had some challenges with Bear, however, we loved him dearly and miss him to this day. When he was gone our house felt
empty—we felt lost. Tara, having him for all those years, couldn't
muster the thought of getting another dog as we were still hurting.
I started to look up dog breeds and fell upon the GSMD. We heard about the breed from a dog fancy
magazine a few years back. They had the markings and the size that would rival the Rottweiler.

My stepson, PJ—a big-hearted, young man with the ‘inner Rotti’ in him—
will tell the rest of our story.
As soon as I found out about the existence of the mountain dog I took a liking. Looking everyday—
before, during and after work—to bring home another brother, we stumbled upon a couple of champion
breeders. Eager to get a new family member, we began to search for local breeders in the area and
came across two that had recent litters. After a month of nonstop anxiousness, Mom and I finally found
the breeders—Joe and Carol Neuman, Kismet—and they had a boy available which is what we were
looking for!

From the excitement of knowing that we were going to meet them …
and finding out that the litter was a big one—13 boys and girls to pick from—we had nonstop jitters! We
learned that the mother Klara, and the father Toby, were just a town away from us—their owners are
Wayne and Janie Hecker. Then came the day that we had been waiting for—go and meet the puppies!
Mom and I first met Joe and Carol and their Swissys. As Mom played with the adult Swissys, I ventured
off and found myself swarmed in the middle of a massive puppy pile. Shoelaces pulled out, shorts
ripped and socks half gone—I knew I was facing a tough situation.
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The biggest challenge of the day was
yet to come … we could only pick one.
As the puppies played and time went by there was one
little guy that caught our eye. Only knowing them by colored collars this boy’s name was blue. Begging to be
picked up and belly rubbed this was the one and I knew it
so I went and got Mom. The story goes on—he was the
one! A week goes by and the day finally came, we were
going to pick him up and bring him home. Thinking of
names all week long there was one that stood out and
became the one. From the thoughts of mountains and
abdominal snowmen we finally agreed on a name—Yeti.

PJ & Yeti … love at first sight!

That’s our story.
Now we have a—last time we
checked—132 pound, beautiful GSMD
named Yeti who will be 18 months old
next month. Choosing him has been
the best decision and we wouldn’t
have it any other way.
Once again, our home is filled with
love, joy and laughter from having a
great companion.
PJ Lloyd

